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Private nightlife environments of young people are likely characterized by their physical attributes, particular ambiance, and activities, but relatively little is known about it from social media studies. For instance, recent work has documented ambiance and physical characteristics of homes using pictures from Airbnb, but questions remain on whether this kind of curated data reliably represents everyday life situations. To describe the physical and ambiance features of homes of youth using manual annotations and machine-extracted features, we used a unique dataset of 301 crowdsourced videos of home environments recorded in-situ by young people on weekend nights. Agreement among five independent annotators was high for most studied variables. Results of the annotation task revealed various patterns of youth home spaces, such as the type of room attended (e.g., living room and bedroom), the number and gender of friends present, and the type of ongoing activities (e.g., watching TV alone; or drinking, chatting and eating in the presence of others.) Then, object and scene visual features of places, extracted via deep learning, were found to correlate with ambiances, while sound features did not. Finally, the results of a regression task for inferring ambiances from those features showed that six of the ambiance categories can be inferred with $R^2$ in the [0.21, 0.69] range. Our work is novel with regard to the type of data (crowdsourced videos of real homes of young people) and the analytical design (combined use of manual annotation and deep learning to identify relevant cues), and contributes to the understanding of home environments represented through digital media.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The home environment is an important subject of study in several social sciences including psychology and geography, as well as architecture and design, and more recently computing [4], [5]. Private spaces at home include common living spaces in households (living room and kitchen), but
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also individual personal rooms (bedrooms). It is known that young people appropriate their private spaces and manifest aspects of their personal beliefs and traits in this way [52], [53], [54].

One important feature of place (private and otherwise) is ambiance. This is defined as “the character of a place or the quality it seems to have” [24] and used for both indoor environments [75], [68], [60], [16], [12] and outdoor environments [62], [65]. In the context of commercial spaces, ambiance plays an important role in customer behavior related to shopping [45], food choices [10], [82] or hotel experiences [21]. Regarding the ambiance of personal spaces, previous work has shown that ambiance mediates other factors, like gender [69] and personality [30], on choices made on physical and environmental characteristics. Understanding home spaces is a relevant domain that has not been fully studied in social computing. A better understanding of physical and social attributes and ambiance of personal spaces could have various implications for social computing research as a part of an agenda on living spaces and well-being. For example, homes can be reconfigured by their inhabitants with respect to decoration, spatial organization of furniture, light, and music, thus inducing more appropriate ambiances for certain activities and social interactions at home (e.g. a romantic dinner vs. an end-of-year party). Designing systems that both recognize physical and social attributes and support users to reconfigure their home spaces based on their specific goals is a relevant application. This could integrate the many perspectives existing in psychology, architecture, human geography, and public health, with the availability of environmental and mobile sensors and social media, and is a particularly interesting angle to understand and support youth practices. Furthermore, many traditional studies have collected information of personal spaces by using paper-and-pencil questionnaires and interviews. The potential of collecting in-situ information of home spaces (physical and social attributes of the environment) through technological means could add to the existing set of research tools.

Recent work on recognition of indoor ambiance [75], [60] has used still images from online social systems like Foursquare [75] or Airbnb [60]. Social psychologists have also investigated impression formation on home environments [32], [30]. Yet, gaps in the existing body of work emerge as most previous work has been conducted using social media data that either (1) might lack diversity in the representations of private residences [64], [22], as they are naturally focused on outdoor and commercial spaces; or (2) might be beautified, e.g. on Airbnb and similar sites, due to the intrinsic motivations to create and share such images [60]. To investigate home ambiance in a naturalistic setting, a different research direction could use crowdsourcing to collect in-situ videos of the personal environments inhabited by volunteers, which will yield vivid image and sound information, while reducing certain motivations of the video makers (e.g. performative or commercial) that could otherwise affect the generated content. Compared to previous work, our work uses crowdsourced video data of young people in their personal spaces during weekend nights. This provides a new view of youth nightlife activities in the private sphere, which enriches the kind of information that traditional methods in the social sciences can provide, in terms of temporal and scene granularity as well as scale.

The overall aim of the present work is to understand the characteristics of private spaces in youth nightlife in the weekend by investigating physical environment features and ambiances of home. Specifically, using a combination of human annotation and machine learning (computer vision & audio processing), we address the following research questions:

**RQ1:** Given crowdsourced videos recorded at home spaces by young people at night, what patterns of physical and ambiance attributes of youth home spaces can be revealed by manual coding of videos using external annotators and machine-extracted features?

**RQ2:** Given machine-extracted features of videos at youth home spaces, can these features infer the perceived ambiance of such spaces?
To address these questions, we use a crowdsourced dataset about nightlife, involving the participation of 241 young people, aged 16 - 25 years old, in the two main Swiss hubs for nightlife (Zurich and Lausanne) [72]. To obtain detailed insights on the locations attended and their related ambiance, participants were requested to record panoramic 10-second video clips of their environment at the start of the night and whenever they changed locations. In total, 841 videos were collected on 10 weekend nights. In this dataset, a significant portion of locations documented were private places [72], which provides a unique snapshot of how weekend nights are experienced by youth in their private environments. We design and implement an annotation task by asking external annotators to watch video clips. To build up this questionnaire, we have adopted several dimensions from related work [29], [31], [74], [60]. As a result, we generated a labeled dataset of 301 video clips in personal environments which contain richer in-situ information than what is often captured in questionnaires or surveys used in previous work, and manually annotated attributes of private spaces for our analysis.

Our paper has the following contributions:

(1) To address RQ1, we use a 301-video dataset of home spaces collected by Swiss young people on weekend nights. Our dataset contains video and audio files. A set of five independent raters annotated all videos with a rich set of questions, including physical attributes, social attributes, and ambiance. The results show that the video dataset can be consistently assessed by external raters, with at least moderate agreement, and in many cases with good or excellent agreement. Detailed analyses of the annotations produce several relevant results. First, we show that activities like eating, drinking, and entertainment (chatting, watching TV, and using digital portable devices) are all popular among young people, but with fluctuations over the night period. Second, we found a substantial number of cases where young people are alone and where home place loudness (chatter and music) is low. For those cases in which people socialize, we observed a same-sex trend between study participants and their companions. Third, we performed a correlation analysis among the ambiance attributes that showed two main opposite dimensions, namely places perceived as large, colorful, comfortable, festive, stylish, and unique; and a second category of places perceived as confined, simple, and boring. Dark and bright ambiances did not show significant correlation with the rest of the ambiance attributes. Finally, we use deep learning models applied on the audio and video tracks to extract automatic features to represent private spaces at the level of objects, scenes, and sounds; the results indicate the feasibility of using deep learning to produce generic semantic descriptions of home environments, although in several cases interpretation remains an issue.

(2) To address RQ2, we find that several of the 1000-object, 365-scene, and 527-sound classes used in our work have a particular correlation with specific ambiances. Finally, we use a machine learning pipeline to automatically infer ambiances of private spaces (as a regression task) using features informative of sounds, objects, and scenes. The results show that object and scene classes can predict six ambiances with $R^2$ between 0.21 and 0.69: space capacity (large/spacious vs. cramped/confined), brightness (bright/well-lit vs. dark/badly-lit), comfortable/cozy, and dull/simple.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 presents the data collection and annotation process. Section 4 presents the in-depth analysis of private spaces based on the manual annotations. Section 5 presents the approach based on deep learning to extract visual and sound features of videos, examines the correlation between ambiance and the previously extracted cues, and presents experiments on automatic ambiance inference. Section 6 discusses the findings and limitations of our work from the perspectives of social computing. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 RELATED WORK

Our work is related to a body of work from various disciplines examining issues of urban nightlife and youth; characterization of private spaces; and ambiance modeling. Each of these themes is discussed in the next subsections.

2.1 Urban nightlife and youth

Work in geography has studied the urban night period, often with qualitative methods [90]. The authors in [84], [33], [14] also studied the dynamics surrounding youth experiences and urban nightlife. There is other work that has investigated the phenomena of human mobility and space usage in urban areas [59], [18], [81], [37]. From the perspective of alcohol consumption and urban youth, researchers investigated pubs and bars [25], house parties [40] and public spaces [23]. Especially, [90], [35], [11], [95] studied alcohol consumption from “pre-loading” (drinking before going out for the night) to excessive drinking with risky consequences. In contrast with these works, our paper aims to understand the characteristics and activities of the nightlife of youth in their home environments based on captured videos of the private spaces, contributed by the study participants in a crowdsensing setting.

2.2 Place characterization and private spaces

Regarding place characterization, the authors of [92] used mobile sensors, i.e. audio signals to infer occupancy, human chatter, music, and noise of places. Meanwhile, the authors of [20] aim to categorize places by using audio signals and images. Chon et al. [19] collected 48,000 place visits from 85 participants in Seoul to study the coverage and scaling properties of place-centric crowdsensing.

As a private space, the home is an environment where many social activities of young people unfold [4], [5]. In geography, Abbott et al. [4] investigated perceptions of young people about home as an idealized social construct and as a private space. Abbott et al. later investigated the social constructs of ‘home’ and ‘neighborhood’ as private and public spaces, in the context of leisure activities performed by young adolescents [5]. These studies used standard methods based on recall-based surveys. From a technical perspective, work in ubiquitous computing has developed approaches for place characterization, which use mobile sensors like microphones to extract audio signals through which certain features like human chatter and music can be inferred [92], or a combination of audio signals and still images that capture snapshots of everyday places [19], [20]. This body of work, however, has been largely focused on understanding outdoor spaces, often with goals of automatic place recommendation for urban users. In contrast to this work, we investigate how attributes of the home environment of young people are depicted on videos recording snapshots of weekend nights (a period of intense socialization among youth [4], [5]) using both human observers and machine-generated descriptors of the home environments.

2.3 Home spaces and activities

Home is conceived in different ways, including a physical space (house/apartment), someone’s place of origin, or the place where people feel they belong [3]. Regarding the place of origin or where a person feels as belonging to, home is a site of ‘shelter’ [34] or a ‘meaningful’ place with multiple experiences through which people feel belonging [6], [87]. Home can not only be a fixed space but also an urban area, e.g., a street in town or a popular area in the city [6]. Home can also be a material place where young people live with their family [13], [77], or a student home or dormitory where students study or live away from their parents [36]. In our research, we aim to
understand home as a personal space where young people spend their time alone or with friends on weekend nights.

Home is one of the places where youth spend their leisure time e.g., watching TV, listening to music [77], playing physical games [71], or drinking before going out with their friends at public places in the city [95]. Many people also socialize at their friends’ or family’s house [35], which emphasizes the importance to understand these practices, as the use of rooms and spaces at home can be influenced by architectural constraints, culture, an individual’s daily life [7], or even mental distress [88]. Baillie et al. [9] studied four spaces in the home, including communication, work, leisure (private) and leisure (public) along with their utility to people living there. In our work, we investigate multiple dimensions of home of youth on weekend nights, including physical attributes (e.g. room types, brightness, music), social attributes (people present in the home environment), and ambiance (e.g. festive or fun).

2.4 Ambiance in architecture and psychology

The roles of interior architecture and design on human behavior have been studied in several disciplines, and provide background about the way humans interact with their living spaces. The characteristics of the places where we live, including space quality, interior design, and colors, affect how we feel, and reflect personal and social constructs [28]. Three main factors discussed by [28] influence living spaces: identity claims, thought/feeling regulators, and behavioral residues. Interior ambiance, i.e., “the character of a place or the quality it seems to have” [24] can have specific effects on people’s behavior.

In the context of personal spaces, physical and environmental cues can reveal characteristics related to gender [69] and personality [30]. A common method used in psychology [69], [30] involves asking observers to manually rate physical spaces, which is an approach applicable to small-scale studies. Our work uses this methodology, and expands it by using automatic analysis to characterize the content of videos using state-of-art deep learning methods.

Ambiance has also been studied in public and commercial spaces. Quercia et al. [66] presented a crowdsourcing project related to ambiance-related constructs in the outdoor space, which studied how visual cues, color, and texture have effects on London neighborhoods along three perspectives: beautiful, quiet, and happy. In [45], physical and decoration cues had effects on the shopping behaviors of customers, because people’s emotions and behaviors can be affected by these places’ ambiance. Ambiance cues like color, brightness, and style have an important impact on customer emotions at hotels [21], or on food intake and food choice at restaurants [82]. For instance, [10] showed that decorating the ambiance of a pasta restaurant with a distinctive Italian feeling can make customers order more food.

Specifically for home environments, the Personal Living Space Cue Inventory (PLSCI) [29] describes personal living spaces, including 42 physical attributes and the ambiances of the space along with a checklist of 100 individual items. PLSCI is used by [17], [30] to study various questions in environmental psychology. We also adopt PLSCI for designing the video ambiance questionnaire for our study about home spaces of youth, which is discussed in Section 4.

2.5 Indoor ambiance inference in social computing

Several works have proposed methods to automatically recognize indoor ambiance from social media data. By observing the avatar pictures of Foursquare users, the work in [31] showed that people can identify place ambiance, clientele, and their activities with some degree of reliability. The work in [68] also used 4sq profile pictures to infer place ambiance using aesthetics, colors, emotions, demographics (age and gender), and self-presentation. Although the number of data points used in this work was small (N=49), it showed promise for place ambiance inference. Using
data from Foursquare, the work in [74] generated crowdsourced annotations on an image corpus to study 13 ambiance dimensions. This dataset was later used to apply traditional visual features (color, GIST, HOG) and features extracted from a pre-trained CNN for ambiance inference [75]. The work in [12] further examined the problem of ambiance recognition through scene semantics, assuming that there are visual cues within scenes that can be extracted using a scene-centric semantic parser. We also adopt this assumption in our paper for conducting annotation on ambiance by asking raters to watch videos. However, the datasets used in previous work are images from Foursquare places, thus covering restaurants, bars, cafes, etc. In this paper, we work with substantially different data, namely with videos capturing private spaces during 10 seconds, and through the combination of manual annotation results of ambiance based on the observation of the captured videos, and on semantic video cues extracted from deep learning models.

Airbnb is a social platform for hospitality that shows home environments to possible guests through photos. Ikkala et al. [38] conducted a qualitative research of hospitality exchanges on Airbnb. The study found that hosts on Airbnb have both financial and social reasons. In detail, money plays a role in supporting hosts in their efforts to manage social interaction, select guests consistent with their preferences, and control the volume and type of demand of visitors. In what constitutes the closest work to ours, [60] used a dataset of 1200 Airbnb venues represented by three images of each place to infer ambiances from visual features extracted from deep learning models. This work is an inspiration to our work, with one fundamental difference, namely that the visual data responds to very different motivations: crowdsensing for scientific research in our case, and illustrating home places for monetary purposes on Airbnb. This translates into rather different visual content: on Airbnb, images are curated to appear as appealing as possible to viewers; in our work, the videos produced by youth on weekend nights are unfiltered (except for reasons of sensitive situations and privacy) and non-beautified (as the study participants are sharing this data for research only and not for performative purposes as is often the case on Instagram and other social media).

To the best of our knowledge, our work extends the current understanding of private nightlife settings with respect to physical attributes at homes, activities of young people, and ambiances, building upon previous work in the CSCW, social computing, and ubicomp literature [77], [71], [67], [9], [66], [38]. In Table 1, we summarize the most closely related work and distinguish what we contribute to this domain.

3 DATA COLLECTION

Our work uses data from the Youth@Night project [72], which aimed at studying young people nightlife behavior in Switzerland using a smartphone application [72], [48]. This section provides an overview of the study design, the data collection procedure, and the specific data we use in this work.

3.1 Study design

3.1.1 Study context. Participants were recruited in Zurich and Lausanne, two of the four largest Swiss cities [72],[47] and the two main hubs of nightlife activities [58], [61]. They were approached by small groups of research assistants on the street between 8 PM and midnight in September 2014. In order to obtain a representative sample of nightlife goers, participants were recruited in popular areas (e.g., nightlife districts, public parks, streets), pro-rata of the area popularity at the city level. Quotas of people to recruit per area were determined using geo-localized venue data from Foursquare [73], and were validated with local experts (social workers and police). Eligibility criteria for participation were being aged between 16 and 25, owning an Android phone, having been out in the city at least once in the past month, and have consumed alcohol at least once in the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[5] (2001)</td>
<td>Observe young people's favourite places and associated leisure activities at home and neighbourhood.</td>
<td>256 completed questionnaires and 58 interviews (28 girls, 30 boys from secondary school)</td>
<td>Quantitative and qualitative analyses</td>
<td>Young people want their homes to be friendly, spacious, modern, and quiet, they hangout with friends at home and friends' homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[92] (2014)</td>
<td>Infer the ambiance of business places from audio recordings</td>
<td>150 audio traces of indoor business and external surveys</td>
<td>Regression task for inferring the level of occupancy, human chatter, music, and noise levels using audio features</td>
<td>Classification performance of ambiance at 79% accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[68] (2015)</td>
<td>Determine which visual cues of profile pictures can predict places' ambiances</td>
<td>Ambiance surveys of 49 places, with 250 annotations on 25 profile pictures on each place.</td>
<td>Regression task for predicting place ambiance using profile pictures' features</td>
<td>Predict ambiance based on faces at 78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[74] (2015)</td>
<td>Investigate which types of social media images best convey indoor ambiance</td>
<td>50K images from 300 places on Foursquare, and 13 ambiance labels.</td>
<td>Interannotator agreement (ICC) analysis ans correlation analysis.</td>
<td>All 13 dimensions have ICC&gt;0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[75] (2016)</td>
<td>Infer impressions of place ambiance, using generic and deep learning features</td>
<td>45,000 Foursquare images from 300 popular places in six cities</td>
<td>Regression task for inferring ambiance using machined-extracted features</td>
<td>Inferring place ambiance is feasible with a maximum $R^2$ of 0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12] (2017)</td>
<td>Examine correlation of visual cues with ambiance of Foursquare images to automatically infer place ambiance</td>
<td>50K Foursquare images and 20K scene centric image dataset</td>
<td>Regression task for inferring ambiance using deep learning features</td>
<td>Ten of the ambiances can be inferred using scene objects and demographic attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[60] (2018)</td>
<td>Predict ambiance from pictures of listings on Airbnb</td>
<td>1200 Airbnb listings and crowdsourced annotations of images</td>
<td>Regression task for inferring ambiance using deep learning features</td>
<td>Ambiance can be inferred with $R^2$ up to 0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between previous work and our work.
past month (legal drinking in Switzerland, as in many other European countries, is 16 for beer and wine). The study protocol was approved by the ethical review boards of Vaud and Zurich cantons, and authorization to recruit on the street was obtained from the local authorities.

3.1.2 Data collection. The study took place on Friday and Saturday nights between September and December 2014. Participants were required to download and install Youth@Night applications. The survey logger application allowed participants to document, in real time, various aspects of their night, such as the locations attended (e.g. home, park, bar/pub), the type of drinks consumed, and 10-second video clips of their environment from 8 PM to 4 AM. Meanwhile, the sensor logger application, a background running app without any user interaction, collected many types of sensors and log data, such as GPS coordinates, accelerometer, and battery status [72],[47]. In this work, we will only use data from the survey logger application.

Questionnaires and sensor datasets were automatically uploaded to a back-end server when participants’ smartphones had access to Wifi. Whenever the data was successfully uploaded, it was removed from the device. The participants could choose to manually upload data in case there was a problem with the automatic upload. At the end of the study, participants were paid 100 CHF if they documented at least 10 weekend nights. Participants completing less than 10 evenings with a minimum of three nights were paid on a pro-rata basis.

After the app-based data collection fieldwork, 40 qualitative interviews were conducted with study participants and focused on their experiences with the smartphone application, their experiences of nights out, and the ways in which mobile technologies shape contemporary nightlife [85], [86].

3.2 Measures

3.2.1 Video clips of environments. The survey logger application contained different questionnaires and media to capture participants nightlife behaviors, the locations attended, and the characteristics of their surrounding environment (see [48] for an overview of the different kinds and sequences of questionnaires). Participants were instructed to document any weekend night, including those during which they did not drink or did not go out, in order to have an overall representation of the different activities and events taking place on weekends. In the present work, we use the short video clips collected with the application at specific times of the night: whenever participants had their first drink (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) after 8 PM, and whenever they had a new drink (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) in a new location, they were required to indicate the type of location they attended (e.g. bar/pub, parks, home) and to record a 10-second video clip, which captured a panorama of their environment by slowly turning from left to right in landscape format. Participants thus recorded videos in varied environments, including pubs, clubs, public parks, means of transportation, and homes [72]. In case they were not able to record video (e.g., forbidden, felt uncomfortable), participants were told to skip the task and specify the reasons for it. Overall, participants recorded videos in 68% for the cases, while reasons for not recording were mostly because they did not feel it as appropriate or safe [48]. Each video file was stamped with its time of submission. In total, 843 videos were collected from 204 participants on 646 participant-nights.

3.2.2 Annotation of home environments. After the fieldwork, we designed an annotation task to get qualitative information on the type of location, ambiance, physical attributes, and people shown on the 843 video clips recorded by the participants. Five independent annotators were hired and trained to watch the entire corpus of videos and answer 17 single and multiple choice questions on the type of location, the ambiance of the place, and characteristics of the social and physical environment. The exact questions and response options are presented in Section 4.
3.2.3 Identification of home environments. Based on the annotators’ answers to the question “In what kind of place was the video clip taken?”, places were considered as “homes” in case all five annotators agreed on this label. In total, this procedure retained 301 videos representing home places. In these environments, participants recorded videos in 64% of the cases. Reasons for not recording a video were: “I was asked by someone not to do it” (36%), “it is not appropriate” (25%), “I don’t feel safe” (24%) and “other” (21%). Given that participants recorded videos of the environment whenever they had their first drink after 8 PM or moved to another location, (i.e., change of home, or come back home, in the present case), the 301 videos illustrate home environments throughout the night, although with a larger proportion of those taken early in the night if the participants did not change location. Figure 1 shows the number of videos per hour. Because of the small number of observations per hour after midnight, environments documented after midnight will be aggregated in the rest of the analyses.

Due to privacy requirements requested by the Ethical Review Boards that reviewed and approved the project, we cannot make this dataset publicly available.

4 PHYSICAL/SOCIAL ATTRIBUTES AND AMBIANCE OF HOME SPACES (RQ1)

In this section, we investigate how main patterns of physical attributes and ambiance can be extracted from videos recorded in private spaces using external annotators. In the following subsections, we first explain the measure (i.e. exact questions and response options), investigate the consistency of annotations across the five annotators using Intraclass Correlation analyses, and provide descriptive results. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) is a standard measure of reliability of raters [79]. As recommended by [44], we used ICC(2,k) which is used for a fixed set of k judges rating each target (N=301) and reflects the absolute agreement. Following the guidelines from from Koo and Li [44], ICC scores below 0.5, between 0.5 and 0.75, between 0.75 and 0.9, and greater than 0.9 are indicative of poor, moderate, good, and excellent reliability, respectively. ICC(2,k) can only be computed on numerical variables, not on categorical ones, so there are few cases in this section that does not show ICC. We summarize results of ICC scores for each possible question in Table 2.

4.1 Overall representation of the space

In the annotation task, after carefully watching each video, several times if required, annotators were asked to indicate “How well does the video capture the physical space (i.e. space layout, background scene, furniture, decoration, etc.)?” with five single-item response options. “[1]not well at all”, “[2]not so well”, “[3]regular”, “[4]well”, and “[5]very well”. Results showed a good level of agreement on this question (ICC = 0.83). Figure 2 shows the histogram of all individual responses of all annotators to this question (301 x 5 = 1505). As seen in Figure 2, most of the videos were rated as providing a “regular” representation of the space. The mean of this variable is 2.91 (SD=0.86), which is slightly lower than 3 (“regular”). In some cases, participants avoided recording directly physical spaces that
Fig. 2. How well physical spaces are captured in videos. The y-axis represents the total number of annotations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical attributes at homes</th>
<th>ICC(2,k)</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>skew</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical space (i.e. space layout, scene, decoration, etc)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of light</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How loud is the music</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of overall chatter</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of occupancy</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. ICC of physical attributes at homes based on N(video)=301, N(raters)=5, with scale (1-5).

could contain people. For instance, some participants recorded the ceiling or floor while panning the camera.

4.2 Physical and Social Attributes

4.2.1 Room of the home. In the annotation task, the room type within the home was labeled using the question: “Where in the home was the video taken?” and the following single-item response options: “[a] living room”, “[b] dining room”, “[c] kitchen”, “[d] bedroom”, “[e] corridor”, “[f] terrace/balcony”, “[g] other”, and “[h] impossible to say”.

Figure 3 shows the frequency with which individual annotators identified specific rooms of the homes in the 301 videos. Living room, bedroom, kitchen, and dining room are the most attended spaces within homes. This result echoes previous work that using traditional methods reported that living rooms and bedrooms are the most used places in small and large homes by occupants [43], and extends this previous finding by showing that for the specific case of young people on weekend nights, kitchens and dining rooms are also frequently used indoor spaces. As mentioned previously, a few videos avoid capturing directly the physical spaces by turning the camera to the ceiling and floor. This is one of reasons why “Impossible to say” appears in Figure 3.

4.2.2 Brightness. The annotators were asked to answer a single choice question “Describe the amount of light in the place” with five choices “[1] It is very dark”, “[2] It is quite dark”, “[3] Normal”, “[4] It has a good lighting” to “[5] It is very bright”. The ICC(2,k) of brightness is high (0.87). The brightness variable has a mean slightly below the middle of the scale (2.9, SD=0.86). Figure 4 shows the histogram of annotated brightness, brightness per hour (8:00-8:59 PM, etc.), and brightness per hour expressed as a percentage within that timeslot, respectively. The percentage of darkness (quite dark and very dark) increases from 18% (8PM) to 35% (0-3AM) in Figure 4c. Conceptual work in geography [78] has recently discussed how individuals at home in the dark might be more willing to open themselves to others, and how adjusting the darkness of the home environment can be
empowering. Our annotations suggest that as the weekend night goes on, young people at home indeed tend to be in conditions of lower illumination. As a reminder, note that given the season of the year when the data was collected (mid September through December), it was past sunset time at the beginning of each recorded night (8PM).

4.2.3 Music Loudness. Regarding music loudness at home places, the annotators were asked to answer “Describe how loud is the music in the place” with five choices “[1] No music”, “[2] Low”, “[3] Medium”, “[4] Loud”, and “[5] Very loud”. The ICC(2,k) of music loudness is excellent (0.95). The mean value (1.44) is low (SD = 0.81). The skew is large (1.70) showing that the distribution has a tail. Figure 5 also shows the corresponding temporal trends. Overall, the present results on music and brightness levels at home are consistent with recent ethnographic research showing that young people tune their home by turning off lights and choosing slow paced music when they spend time drinking with their friends at night [94]. We found that no music was played in most of the recorded environments (frequency: 76%; see Figure 5a). When music was played, the loudness level was quite low throughout the night (Figure 5c), suggesting that the cohort of young people are relatively quiet in their private nightlife.

4.2.4 Chatter Loudness. The annotators were asked to describe the level of chatter loudness at home space by answering the question “Describe how loud is the chatter in the place” with five single choices “[1] No chatter”, “[2] Low”, “[3] Medium”, “[4] Loud”, and “[5] Very loud”. Similarly to music loudness, the ICC agreement for chatting loudness is very high (0.94). The mean value is low (1.71, SD = 0.94). Figure 6a-c shows that there is not much loud talking in the recorded videos. Relative to
Fig. 5. (a) Music loudness, (b) Music loudness per hour, (c) Music loudness per hour expressed as a percentage within that timeslot. The x-axis on graph b and c is hour on Friday and Saturday nights from 20:00 to 3:00. The y-axis on graphs a and b represents the total number of annotations, while the y-axis on graph c represents percentage normalized on each hour.

each hourly slot, medium and loud chatting slightly increase from 8 PM to 11 PM (Figure 6c). This result is clearly connected to the results obtained for the occupancy of the physical space discussed next.

4.2.5 Occupancy. Annotators were also required to describe the level of occupancy of the place by using the following single choice question “Describe the level of occupancy of the place based on what you hear or see” with five choices “[1]Empty”, “[2]There are few people for this space”, “[3]It’s half empty/half full”, “[4]It’s well attended, but there could still be more people” to “[5]It’s highly crowded/packed”. Annotator agreement of occupancy level was excellent (ICC = 0.97). The mean of level occupancy of the place is 1.82 (SD=1.09). While we anticipated that most young people meet with others at home on weekend nights, Figure 6d shows that empty is the most common category. Figure 6f also shows that young people slightly reduce gathering together from 8 PM to 10 PM; then, gathering increases at 11 PM, and decreases again after midnight.

4.2.6 Number of people present. As a complement to occupancy, we asked the annotators “How many people appear on the video (in addition to the phone holder)” with six choices “[1]0 (the person seems to be alone)”, “[2]1”, “[3]2-4”, “[4]5-10”, “[5]More than 10” to “[6]Impossible to say”. Figure 6g shows that around 40% of videos are labeled as containing no people, which is consistent with the labeling of occupancy.

4.2.7 Gender of people present in videos. Among the people present in the videos, we examined their gender ratio by asking one single choice question: “What is the gender ratio of the relatives, friends, or acquaintances appearing in the video?” with 6 response options “[1]Women only”, “[2]Mostly women”, “[3]Half-half”, “[4]Mostly men”, “[5]Men only” to “[6]Impossible to say”. Figure 7a shows that “men only” is the most common situation, followed by “women only” and “half-half”. The total number of situations with “men only” and “mostly men” is higher than those with “women only” and “mostly women”, suggesting that men appeared more often in the videos than women. Surprisingly, the 301 videos were fairly evenly distributed per gender, with 144 videos recorded by 52 male participants and 157 videos recorded by 50 female participants. Figures 7b and 7c show the gender repartition of the people present in the videos recorded by male and female participants, respectively. Male participants mostly tend to spend their nights at home with other male friends and less so with women, while no clear preference could be observed for female participants. As a point of reference, work on a sample of 377 students [93] showed that young females tend to hang out at home with friends more than males do.

4.2.8 Activities of people. In order to assess the activities of young people at their home spaces, we asked annotators to indicate "What things are people doing in the video?" with 14 multiple choices items shown in Figure 8a. Results showed that activities are quite diverse, with drinking, chatting, watching TV, using smartphone/tablet/computer, and eating as the five most common activities. As seen in Figure 8c, these main activities are roughly constant from 8 PM to midnight. Drinking, as the most commonly annotated activity, takes 15-25 percent in relative terms across all hourly slots. The prevalence of this activity at home is not surprising given that participants were requested to document the environment when they had their first alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink there. Nevertheless, this finding also echoes to previous research from Valentine et al. [89] showing that 73% of young people report having consumed alcohol at their homes and 64% at their friends’ houses over the last year. Yet, our analysis brings a finer grained description of temporal trends. In addition, we also examine activities of young people depending on the level of occupancy and type of space at homes, as shown in Figure 9. In Figure 9a, when the place is empty (i.e. only the person recording the video is present), the most commonly annotated activities are watching TV, using a computer/tablet/smartphone and, to some extent, drinking. Conversely, in the presence of other people, the commonly annotated activities are chatting, drinking, and eating, whose proportions...
increase along with levels of occupancy. It might also be noticed that playing board games was the most frequently reported in “half empty/full” homes, and some dancing was reported in highly crowded homes. Figure 9b shows that there are four places at home spaces that co-occur with specific activities: terrace/balcony/corridor; kitchen/dining room; living room; and bedroom. In related CSCW work, Baillie et al. [9] study leisure (private) and leisure (public) places in terms of their utility to inhabitants of a house. We complement this by showing that chatting and drinking occur more (in distributional terms) in leisure public areas within homes (terrace/balcony/corridor, kitchen/dining room, living room), while activities like using computer/tablet/smartphone and watching TV occur around 60% in private leisure spaces (bedroom).

4.2.9 Reactions of people around in videos. To conclude our research on physical and social attributes at home spaces, we examined reactions of people around in videos by asking five annotators to answer a single choice question “Can you see or hear one or more persons reacting to or being aware of the video being recorded?” with two answers “[1]Yes” and “[2]No”. If the previous question gets answered “Yes”, we will ask five questions listed in Figure 10b with three single choices “[1]Yes”, “[2]No”, “[3]Not sure”.

We are interested in how people in videos react to video recording in home spaces. As we mentioned, many videos did not get recorded by design, as participants were told not to do it if not appropriate. Regarding the 301 recorded videos at home spaces, in 25% of cases did people in the video react to the camera (shown in Figure 10a). Two of the main reactions were having fun while the video is recorded and asking about or commenting on the purpose of the video. It is important to note that participants in the study were explicitly instructed to record video only when it was
Fig. 8. Frequency of occurrence of (a) activities (b) activities per hour, and (c) percentage of activities within each timeslot. The order of activities (eating, drinking, chatting, watching TV, etc.) is left-to-right in graph a, and top-to-bottom in graphs b and c. The x-axis on graph b and c is hour on Friday and Saturday nights from 20:00 to 3:00. The y-axis on graphs a and b is the total number of annotations while the y-axis on graph c is percentage normalized on each hour.

socially acceptable and agreed and they were free to avoid recording [72]. The video dataset used here was recorded with such guidelines. There are just a few cases showing that people in the video were not comfortable about being recorded or to hide their face.
Fig. 9. Percentage of activity based on a) level of occupancy, and b) type of space at homes. The order of activities (chatting, eating, drinking, watching TV, etc.) is left-to-right, top-to-bottom in graphs a and b.

Fig. 10. (a) Yes/No reactions of people in videos. (b) Description of reactions to the videos.
4.3 Ambiance attributes

To assess the ambiance of home environments, we used a modified version of the Personal Living Space Cue Inventory (PLSCI) [29]. This instrument was originally designed to describe personal living spaces, e.g., rooms in family households, dormitories, or residential places. In our case, we augmented the PLSCI with ambiance attributes from previous work [31], [74], [60], [67]. As a result, we obtained a list of 11 ambiance word groups (e.g. large/spacious, cramped/confined; all items are listed in Table 3). A Likert scale, used in previous ambiance work but also as a reliable methodology to annotate image aesthetics [80] was used in our work. Annotators had to rate each ambiance by indicating, on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from "[1] strongly disagree" to "[7] strongly agree", the degree to which they agreed with each of the ambiance attributes.

As seen in Table 3, moderate-to-good agreement levels were found for 8 out of the 11 ambiance characteristics (ICC greater than 0.5), but 3 items, namely festive/fun, serious/boring, and off-the-beaten-path/unique had ICC under 0.5. Attributes relating to physical characteristics of the place (large/spacious, cramped/confined) and its brightness (dark/badly-lit, bright/well-lit) have the highest agreement ranked as good (between 0.75 and 0.9). This indicates that the ambiances relating to physical attributes are easier to rate than attributes relating to the annotators’ judgments on more subjective variables (Serious, boring, Festive, fun and Off-the-beaten-path/unique). This result is in concordance with the work of Nguyen et al. [60] on Airbnb personal homes, in that annotation on ambiance requires observers to make abstract impressions, which makes consistent annotation challenging for variables like festive/fun, serious/boring and Off-the-beaten-path/unique. Regarding descriptive statistics, the highest mean values are obtained for dull/simple (4.12), colorful/decorated (4.02), large/spacious (3.89), and dark/badly-lit (3.82).

4.3.1 Ambiance Correlation. Table 4 displays the Pearson correlation between the annotated ambiances for all home places (N=301). In Table 4, we only show correlation above 0.20 and p-value <0.001. From this analysis, we can identify opposing pairs, e.g. large/spacious vs. cramped/confined, and dark/badly-lit vs. bright/well-lit. but also observe other effects. All characteristics are associated with some others, with clearly identifiable patterns. First, characteristics related to brightness, namely dark/badly-lit and bright/well-lit, are uncorrelated to all other ambiance characteristics, suggesting that variations in lightings are independent of the general perceived ambiance. Second, characteristics of serious/boring, cramped/confined, and dull/simple were all grouped together (i.e., positive correlations between all three characteristics), while characteristics of large/spacious,
Table 4. Pearson correlation of ambiance (based on \(N(\text{video})=301\) having p-value <0.001). Entries marked with (*) correspond to correlation <0.20 and p-value >0.001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambiance attributes</th>
<th>[a]</th>
<th>[b]</th>
<th>[c]</th>
<th>[d]</th>
<th>[e]</th>
<th>[f]</th>
<th>[g]</th>
<th>[h]</th>
<th>[i]</th>
<th>[j]</th>
<th>[k]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a] Large, spacious</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b] Dark, badly-lit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c] Colorful, decorated</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d] Cramped, confined</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e] Bright, well-lit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f] Comfortable, cozy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[g] Dull, simple</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
<td>-0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h] Festive, fun</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i] Sophisticated, stylish</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j] Off-the-beaten-path, unique</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k] Serious, boring</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Percentage of all activities co-occur with all ambiances. The order of activities (left-right and top-bottom on the legend), e.g., drinking, chatting, watching TV, using computer/tablet/smartphone, etc. are plotted from the left (0%) to the right (100%) on the stacked bar.

colorful/decorated, comfortable/cozy, sophisticated/stylish, off-the-beaten-path/unique, and festive/fun were also grouped together.

4.3.2 Co-occurrence of Ambiance and Activities. Figure 11 shows the relative distribution of activities for the different types of ambiances. For the figure, each ambiance was binarized, such that each place is associated to a given ambiance only if the average rating over all annotators is above the mean scale (4.0). Overall, ‘Drinking’, ‘Chatting’, ‘Watching TV’, ‘Using computer/tablet/smartphone’ and ‘Eating’ were the most prevalent activities, independently of the ambiance, although subtle variations can be observed. For example, chatting was more prevalent in unique, large, and sophisticated places, while the use of electronic devices seemed more prevalent in serious, dull, and confined places. The only ambiance that seemed largely different from the others is festive, fun, which showed a lower proportion of watching TV and using electronic devices than the other ambiances.
4.4 Automatic extraction of audio and visual descriptors of home environments

4.4.1 Video Preprocessing. We extract visual and audio descriptors of places from the 301 10-second video clips using deep learning. Table 5 summarizes the outcomes of the learning models presented below. Following the recommendation in [42] to extract at least 8 frames per second using uniform sampling, we extract a total of 29K frames. Meanwhile, we also extract 301 audio files for all videos by using command line FFmpeg [26].

4.4.2 Object Parser. To obtain an object-level description for each video, we used a deep learning model to extract the probability of object appearance in each frame. We applied the Inception-v3 model [83] trained on the ImageNet Large Visual Recognition Challenge. This model classifies entire images into 1000 classes (e.g. dishwasher, refrigerator, etc.) where the output for each image at the last layer is the probability distribution over all object classes (i.e., the sum of the scores over the 1000 classes is 1.0). The work in [83] presented the fraction of test images for which the correct class label is not among the top five labels identified by the algorithm, namely “top-5 error rate”, reported to be 3.46%. As a result, for each frame, we have a 1000-dimensional vector with each element as a probability. Then, we aggregate them at the video-level over all frames to include all the existing objects by computing, for each class, the maximum probability over the set of video frames.

4.4.3 Scene Parser. To obtain a scene-level description for each video, we extract 365 place classes (e.g. kitchen, living room, etc) using Resnet18 [98] trained on the Place-365 database [97] for each frame. The semantic categories of the place classes are defined by their function, e.g., dressing room for dressing, locker room for storing, etc. As explained online, the database is meant to be used for “high-level visual understanding tasks, such as scene context, object recognition, and action and event prediction.” The output of the last layer is a 365-dimensional vector in which the sum of all element values is 1. In order to represent the scene of the full video, we aggregate vectors over all frames of each video by computing the average for each class.

4.4.4 Sound Parser. To get a scene-level representation of the sounds present in a video, we extract 527 audio classes using Vggish trained on the Audio Set dataset of generic audio events, which has 1.7 million human-labeled 10-second YouTube video soundtracks [27]. The output of the last layer is the probability of each individual sound detected by the model.

Figure 13a, b, c shows the top 30 descriptions extracted for 1000 objects, 365 places, and 527 sound classes, respectively. Overall, most of the identified top objects (e.g. TV, closet, sliding door, etc.), places (e.g. dorm, closet, etc.) and sound (e.g. speech, music, etc.) clearly correspond to home environments. This said, a few unexpected results are worth commenting. First, the first place obtained by category “jail cell” in Figure 13b seems strange. However, manual inspection of these images shows that studios with shelves or small rooms can indeed be mistaken with jail cells.

In order to illustrate the kind of content of the Y@N video dataset, we plot four pictures in Figure 12, with the first row as examples of good recognition, and the second row as examples of partly incorrect recognition. For privacy reason, the original Y@N video content cannot be shown. Second, only two sounds (music and speech) are often identified in the audio tracks, while no other sounds seem to be typical to home contexts on weekend nights.

In summary, this section answers RQ1 (consistency of annotation and the main findings from the annotation results and machine-extracted features). In each section of physical/social attributes and ambiances, we present measures, ICC, and main findings . The ICC(2,k) shows that ambiance and physical/social attributes at home (e.g., presentation of home spaces, brightness, music loudness, chatter loudness) can be consistently annotated by external observers. The results also reveal that living room, dining room, kitchen, and bedroom are common places at home where nightlife

activities like eating/drinking, entertainment (watching TV or using mobile devices) and chatting happen. Young people at home weekend nights seem to be mindful about the loudness of music and level of chatter. In addition, we found a surprisingly large proportion of videos with no people other than the volunteer, engaged in relatively quiet activities. Although the number of videos contains people do not take a large portion, they describe the gender ratio and their activities as well as their reactions to our participants. Moreover, although there are still unexpected results of extracted objects and scenes, many identified CNN-extracted classes from objects, scenes, and sounds are relevant to home environments. To our knowledge, this analysis of nightlife activities at home, which was enabled by the crowdsensing experience, has not been previously reported.
Table 5. Visual and sound extracted features for the video dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Classes</th>
<th>Frame Level (28K frames)</th>
<th>Video Level (301 videos)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000 classes</td>
<td>Probability distribution over 1000 object classes (Sum of 1000 classes is 1)</td>
<td>Class-specific aggregate for each video: maximum probability over the set of frames for each class. Purpose: obtain a representation of the objects present in the video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>365 scene categories</td>
<td>Probability distribution over the 365 scene classes (Sum of 365 classes is 1)</td>
<td>Class-specific aggregate for each video: average probability over the set of frames for each class. Purpose: obtain a representation of the most likely scene in the video.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>527 sounds</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Probability distribution over the 527 sound classes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 MACHINE-EXTRACTED FEATURES AND AMBIANCE RECOGNITION OF HOME SPACES (RQ2)

This section describes how machine analysis of the audio-visual tracks of videos can be used to characterize and enrich the understanding of youth home spaces on weekend nights.

5.1 Correlation between Machine-extracted Features and Ambiance

This section aims to identify what machine-learning extracted features (1000-object classes, 365-place classes, and 527-sound classes) are correlated with the 11 ambiances categories assessed by the annotators.

5.1.1 Correlation between ambiances and object classes. Correlation results with ambiance are shown in Table 6. Only the largest correlations are shown, (i.e. those higher or equal to 0.25 and with p-value < 0.001). Places described as comfortable/cozy have couches and beds present in the videos, while festive/fun places were positively correlated with eating places and movie places. These results were confirmed by manual inspection of the videos. We also noted that, in a few cases, participants recorded the TV program they were watching as part of their home space videos. This might explain why dark ambiances are correlated with objects like cinema, but also with seemingly random objects like car mirror or grey fox. This is a known limitation of using CNN models trained on datasets which are not specifically designed for home environments [83]. This could make some unexpected objects recognized and associated. Interestingly, object category “restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery” has a positive association with festive/fun ambiance, while has a negative correlation with dull/simple, and serious/boring ambiance.

5.1.2 Correlation between ambiances and scene classes. Correlations between the 365-scene classes and the 11 ambiances categories are shown in Table 7. Overall, the results show similar associations to those identified in Table 6. For example, a bedroom and a living room associate positively with comfortable ambiance. A dining hall and dining room are positively linked to large/spacious ambiance, while pantry or closet do with cramped/confined and dull/simple ambiance. Results also show that dark and bright ambiances are correlated, negatively and positively, with a large number of scene classes. As mentioned above, participants have sometimes recorded videos of TV programs in dark places at homes, which made the model recognize some places types erroneously, i.e., the places depicted on the TV shows; recall that watching TV was a very popular activity (Figure 8).
5.1.3 Correlation between ambiances and sound classes. Finally, we examine the correlation between the 527 sound features with ambiances. Only three correlations were above 0.2 with p-value <0.001. In particular, festive/fun ambience are positively associated with chewing/mastication ($r = 0.21$), which might be explained as the same ambience categories were associated to people eating (see Tables 6 and 7). Also, the correlation of female singing (0.20) and techno (0.20) (both music-related sounds) with off-the-beaten-path/unique ambience could help explain why that ambiance has
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambiance Features</th>
<th>1000-object classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a] Large, spacious</td>
<td>medicine chest, medicine cabinet(-0.33), refrigerator, icebox(-0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.37) , grey fox, gray fox, Urocyon cinereoargenteus(0.32) , suspension bridge(0.30) , hyena, hyaena(0.28) , wing(0.25), badger(0.27), miniature pincher(0.26), jack-o-lantern(0.26), desktop computer(0.26), car mirror(0.25), whiptail, whiptail lizard(-0.28), microwave, microwave oven(-0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b] Dark, badly-lit</td>
<td>tobacco shop, tobacconist shop, tobacconist(0.25) restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(-0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>medicine chest, medicine cabinet(0.33), refrigerator, icebox(0.31) grand piano, grand(-0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c] Colorful, decorated</td>
<td>whiptail, whiptail lizard(0.27), microwave, microwave oven(0.25), dishwasher, dish washer, dishwashing machine(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(-0.35), grey fox, gray fox, Urocyon cinereoargenteus(-0.28), suspension bridge(-0.27), badger(-0.26), jack-o-lantern(-0.26), hyena, hyaena(-0.25), theater curtain, theatre curtain(-0.25), wing(-0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d] Cramped, confined</td>
<td>studio couch, day bed(0.29) dishwasher, dish washer, dishwashing machine(-0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e] Bright, well-lit</td>
<td>restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(0.26), cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f] Comfortable, cozy</td>
<td>restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(0.26), cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[g] Dull, simple</td>
<td>lumbermill, sawmill(0.31), dam, dike, dyke(0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h] Festive, fun</td>
<td>restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(0.26), cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i] Sophisticated, stylish</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j] Off-the-beaten-path, unique</td>
<td>restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(0.26), cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k] Serious, boring</td>
<td>restaurant, eating house, eating place, eatery(0.26), cinema, movie theater, movie theatre, movie house, picture palace(0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Pearson correlation between ambiance and 1000-object classes limited to classes with Pearson correlation score >=0.25 and p-value <0.001. Negative and positive correlation values are ranked in descending order by absolute correlation value and are shown in red and blue, respectively. Entries marked with (*) correspond to p-value >0.001 and are not discussed.

positive correlations in home environments with features like bedchamber (0.42), throne room (0.37), or living room (0.33) in Table 7.

5.2 Ambiance Inference

This section presents the investigation of whether and how the ambiance of home places can be automatically inferred using machine-extracted features.

5.2.1 Inference task, method, and performance evaluation. The goal is to infer (in the regression sense) the ambiance of home spaces as perceived by external observers. This inference task uses the aggregated annotations of ambiance discussed in previous sections and is run on the video, which is aggregated as described in the previous section. Random Forest (RF) [15] is used as a regression model in our inference task. By using RF, multiple decision trees are built up to form various classification outputs. In this experiment, we set parameters ntrees = 500 as recommended by [50]. We ensure that the train and test set take 80% and 20%, respectively. We also apply 5-fold cross validation for training phase. After obtaining RF trained models, we quantify the performance by
Table 7. Pearson correlation between ambiance and 365-scene classes limited to classes with Pearson correlation score >0.25 and p-value <0.001. Negative and positive correlation values are ranked in descending order by absolute correlation value and are shown in red and blue, respectively. Entry marked with (*) corresponds to p-value >0.001 and Pearson correlation score <0.25.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambiance Features</th>
<th>365-place classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a] Large, spacious</td>
<td>living room(0.43), restaurant patio(0.30), dining room(0.28), dining hall(0.26), waiting room(0.23), closet(0.30), pantry(0.26), clean room(0.26), shower(0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[b] Dark, badly-lit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>527 sound classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| catacombi(0.58) , move theater/indoors(0.52) , barn door(0.51) , alley(0.49) , stage/indoors(0.48), ruin(0.47) , orchestra pit(0.46), auditorium(0.45), arena-performance(0.43) , castle(0.43), elevator shaft(0.40), ghetto(0.40), music studio(0.42), tower(0.41), house(0.41), courtyard(0.41), aquarium(0.41), cockpit(0.41), downtown(0.39), music studio(0.38), mausoleum(0.38), tree house(0.37), fountain(0.37), forest path(0.37), water tower(0.36), palace(0.36), temple/asia(0.36), hotel/indoors(0.36), motel(0.35), office building(0.35), cottage(0.35), volcano(0.35), pagoda(0.35), palace(0.35), mansion(0.34), throne room(0.34), viaduct(0.33), canal/urban(0.33) , oast house(0.32), arch(0.32), building facade(0.32), church/doors(0.31), aqueduct(0.31), oor(0.30), schoolhouse(0.30), waterfall(0.30), amphitheater(0.30), cemetery(0.29), tree farm(0.29), lock chamber(0.29), mountain(0.29), creek(0.28), landing deck(0.28), formal garden(0.27), diner/doors(0.27), forest road(0.27) , village(0.27) , home theater(0.27), chateau(0.27), amusement park(0.27), burial chamber(0.27), harbor(0.26), hardware store(0.26), embassy(0.26), parking lot(0.26), campsite(0.26), kiosk(0.26), windmill(0.26), jail cell(0.25), medina(0.25)

[c] Colorful, decorated

| laundromat(0.40), kinder garden classroom(0.35), art studio(0.35) , pantry(0.34), clean room(0.33), nursery(0.33), beauty salon(0.32), hunting lodge/doors(0.32), playsroom(0.32), art school(0.31), utility room(0.30), art gallery(0.28), storage room(0.28), veterinarians office(0.28), department store(0.28), bathroom(0.27), classroom(0.26), office (0.25), garage/indoors(0.26), pet shop(0.25), reception(0.25), artists loft(0.25) |

[d] Cramped, confined

| close(0.30), pantry(0.29), clean room(0.28), living room(0.38), dining room(0.25), lobby(0.41), restaurant patio(0.26), waiting room(0.29) |

[e] Bright, well-lit

| laundromat(0.41), clean room(0.36), kinder garden classroom(0.33), art studio(0.33), nursery(0.32), utility room(0.32), pantry(0.30), beauty salon(0.30), art gallery(0.29), playroom(0.29), veterinarians office(0.28), bathroom(0.27), biology laboratory(0.27), artists loft(0.27), department store(0.27), art school(0.27), physics laboratory(0.26), office(0.26), cubicle(0.26), dressing room(0.25), garage/indoors(0.25)
| catacombi(0.35), barn door(0.48), move theater/indoors(0.48), stage/indoors(0.46), alley(0.45), auditorium(0.44), orchestra pit(0.43), ruin(0.42), ghetto(0.41), music studio(0.38), castle(0.38), music studio(0.38), tower(0.37), mosque/doors(0.37), house(0.36), courtyard(0.35), throne room(0.34), forest path(0.34), mausoleum(0.34), volcano(0.34), tree house(0.34), downtown(0.34), fountain(0.33), water tower(0.33), temple/asia(0.33), pagoda(0.32), hotel/doors(0.32), palace(0.32), motel(0.32), cottage(0.31), palace(0.31), arch(0.31), office building(0.30), oast house(0.30), canal/urban(0.29), mansion(0.29), waterfall(0.28), aqueduct(0.28), mountain(0.28), cemetery(0.28), viaduct(0.28), hunting lodge/doors(0.28), building facade(0.28), oil rig(0.27), bungalow(0.27), schoolhouse(0.27), amphitheater(0.27), landing deck(0.26), church/doors(0.26), lock chamber(0.26), amusement park(0.26), campsite(0.26), tree farm(0.26), forest road(0.26), creek(0.25), canopy(0.25), home theater(0.24) |

[f] Comfortable, cozy

| living room(0.35), bedroom(0.28), hotel(0.29), pantry(0.36), laundromat(0.31), bed/doors(0.29), clean room(0.28) |

[g] Dull, simple

| alcove(0.28), close(0.28), living room(0.28), waiting room(0.25) |

[h] Festive, fun

| discoteque(0.29), auditorium(0.28), stage/indoors(0.28) |

[i] Sophisticated, stylish

| lobby(0.37), roof garden(0.31), restaurant patio(0.30), living room(0.28) |

[j] Off-the-beaten-path, unique

| bed/chamber(0.42), throne room(0.37), living room(0.33), bazaar/doors(0.32), bazaar/indoors(0.30), market/indoors(0.29), diner/doors(0.28), sandbox(0.28), junkyard(0.27), stable(0.26), pavilion(0.25) |

[k] Serious, boring

| */ 
| */ 

Table 8. Pearson correlation between ambiance and 527-sound classes with Pearson score >0.20 and p-value <0.001. Entries marked with (*) correspond to p-value >0.001 and are not discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ambiance Features</th>
<th>527 sound classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[a] Large, spacious</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b] Dark, badly-lit</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[c] Colorful, decorated</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[d] Cramped, confined</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e] Bright, well-lit</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[f] Comfortable, cozy</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[g] Dull, simple</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h] Festive, fun</td>
<td>Chewing mastication(0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i] Sophisticated, stylish</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[j] Off-the-beaten-path, unique</td>
<td>Female singing(0.20), Techno(0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[k] Serious, boring</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
using Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), and the coefficient of determination ($R^2$). In the context of our RF model, $R^2$ measures how much variance in ambiance is explained by the RF model.

5.2.2 Experiment and results. We randomly divide the 301 videos into two subsets: 80% (241 videos) for training and 20% (60 videos) for testing. We apply RF on 241 videos for training with 5-fold cross validation. The evaluation of RF model is shown in Table 9. We observe that the audio features are not capable of improving over a simple prediction of the mean score ($R^2 \approx 0$). In contrast, using 1000 object classes can infer certain ambiances of home spaces with $R^2 > 0.2$, namely large/spacious, dark/badly-lit, bright/well-lit, and dull/simple. The highest $R^2$ obtained is 0.44 for bright/well-lit. Meanwhile, the rest of ambiance categories cannot be inferred by the object representation. Recall that three of these ambiance categories (festive/fun, serious/boring, off-the-beaten-path/unique) had not reach sufficient ICC agreement (Table 3), but we decided to include the results for purposes of completeness. Regarding the 365-scene classes, five of the eleven ambiance variables (large/spacious, dark/badly-lit, bright/well-lit, cramped/confined, and comfortable/cozy) are predicted by using 365-scene classes with $R^2 > 0.2$ ($R^2 = 0.69$ for dark/badly-lit). In Section 5, we discussed the correlation of ambiances and scenes. Clearly, certain scenes can predict those ambiances related to space capacity (large/spacious vs cramped/confined), and brightness (bright/well-lit vs dark/badly-lit). For comfortable/cozy ambiance, Section 5 also showed that living room with couch, and bedroom with bed, have positive correlation. Interestingly, two of the ambiance variables (colorful/decorated and sophisticated/stylish) could not be inferred by any of the visual representations, regardless of the fact that they achieved good inter-annotator reliability, (0.66 and 0.65, respectively, see Table 3).

In summary, we use RF to train a regression model and use $R^2$ as the main measure to evaluate which features can predict the ambiance of a home space. Our findings show that six of the ambiance categories can be inferred with $R^2$ in the [0.21, 0.69] range (four with object-based features, and five with scene-level features), and with higher $R^2$ values when a scene deep network is used. More specifically, space capacity (large/spacious vs cramped/confined), brightness (bright/well-lit vs dark/badly-lit), comfortable/cozy, and dull/simple can be predicted by object-level and scene-level description. In contrast, audio features were not effective at inferring ambiance.
6 DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Table 10 summarizes our main findings for RQ1 and RQ2. We now discuss the results and some of their implications.

6.1 A Unique video Dataset of Home Spaces

In terms of data source, collecting data on home environments via crowdsourced videos is novel in comparison to previous work using social media sources. This includes research on Foursquare, which showed that users underreported home presence by checking into homes considerably less frequently than into other places, given the logic of such social network [55], [22]; and also includes recent work on Airbnb, which is known to feature photos of homes that are taken with the explicit purpose of attracting possible guests, in some cases taken by professional photographers [60]. Our study used 301 ten-second video clips of young people’s home spaces on weekend nights. To our knowledge, this is a unique dataset of real-life home environments that cannot be compared to any other publicly available dataset, in the sense that participants’ showed their home spaces simply as they are (with no artistic filters or advertising intentions) on their weekend nights.

From the total set of 843 videos collected in the study, slightly less than one third were consistently identified as representing homes by the five annotators. Yet, this does not mean that only one-third of the nights were spent at home, but rather it can be seen as a consequence of the study design, which requested participants to provide only one video per night if they did not change location during the night. Given that about half of all drinks (non-alcoholic or alcoholic) in the Youth@Night dataset were documented in homes [48], this result suggests that participants were less likely to change locations when starting the night at home than when going out [46], highlighting the relevance to research and understand what happens in this usually hidden or hard-to-reach kind of environment. In addition, the levels of inter-annotator agreement for most of the physical attributes at homes were globally good to excellent. This result echoes previous work in psychology [30] that found that personal environments elicit similar impressions from independent observers, while adding the novel angle of using short video as stimuli (rather than photos). This result also indicates that, despite being relatively short, 10-second videos are long enough to provide adequate cues of the physical and social environment, the ongoing activities, and the ambiance.

6.2 Home as a Nightlife Space

As mentioned above, about one third of the Y@N videos were recorded in homes, and participants were less likely to change locations when starting the night at home than when going out. This highlights the need to understand this particular environment. Qualitative feedback from the participants at the end of the fieldwork echoed previous research that has found that homes can serve both as ‘prequel night out spaces’, where young people meet, dress up, and get ready for the night out, as well as a standalone nightlife space where they hang out with friends or have parties [51]. For one participant, home was his main nightlife destination: “Now that I study in Lausanne and live here, when I go out it’s really to other people’s place or at my place. Which still does not prevent me from going out [to pubs and clubs] now and then”. Another participant mainly conceived home as the starting point of the night: “Well, when I go out, I prefer drinking before going out, well, not before going out but, let’s say we meet with friends and we go to someone’s place to drink or just eat and we drink something, or in a park during the summer, yeah, let’s say I start drinking [in a residential neighborhood] and then we move on and continue the party downtown”. Finally, several participants considered the home as an alternative to commercial nightlife venues: “For me, there are two types of nights out: the dancing ones, when we go to clubs and the point is to dance […] and then there are the quiet ones, when we just sit, at someone’s
place or in a bar, and we talk and that’s it” or “There are different kinds of nights out. Sometimes, people want to go out to meet others and that’s it, it all depends on the mood we are in that night. It’s true that sometimes we enjoy staying with friends and have big parties in homes, or go out in the city, but as a small group.”

In order to better represent home environments, the annotation task developed for this study revealed detailed attributes of physical and social environment, including the types of rooms attended, levels of brightness, loudness and occupancy, the number and gender of people, and the ongoing activities. Altogether, this information provides a comprehensive picture of young people’s nightlife environments. Specifically, we examined co-occurrence between activities and levels of occupancy and types of spaces at home. The authors of [7], [88], [9] studied usage of domestic spaces that were used in daily life activities, and specific psychological states (e.g., mental stress). In our research, home spaces were analyzed from the perspective of activities of young people on weekend nights. Through physical and social attributes, we have insights of activities in the context of Swiss young people (16-25 year-old), who present differences to other populations, e.g. in the US, where legal drinking age and norms about the use of the public space differ from those in Europe. We found that young people spent weekend night time watching TV, listening to music [77], and playing games. Previous findings about pre-drinking before going out in [95] or drinking at friends’ or family’s homes [35] were also partly shown in our work.

One particular instrument of the annotation task, the ambiance scale, aimed to capture the different dimensions of this construct. Dimensions related to the physical space (e.g. large, spacious), which could be rated rather objectively by the annotators, showed a high degree of agreement among them. Dimensions relating to the personal evaluation of the annotators (e.g. off-the-beaten-path) were indeed more subjective and showed a lower degree of agreement among the annotators. From the correlation analysis, three main groups of ambiances were identified: positively perceived characteristics (large, colorful, festive, stylish, and unique), negatively perceived characteristics (cramped, simple, and boring) and independent characteristics (dark and bright). In addition, the main types of ongoing activities were consistent across ambiance categories (drinking, chatting, watching TV, and computer device use), and small variations were found, e.g. less TV watching for the fun/festive ambiance.

While the aim of the annotation task was to describe home spaces from the perspective of human annotators, the aim of the machine learning task was to observe home spaces through automatic-extracted features using CNNs models. [83], [98], [27]. Thus, without using external annotation of physical and social attributes, the latter task was able to automatically describe home spaces by observing the probability distribution of visual and audio labels. Correlation results between automatically extracted features based on the image frames of the videos and ambiance labels provided promising results for the visual cues (i.e. objects or scenes) from the videos. Yet, results also showed that the existing classes are made to recognize all kinds of objects or situations, even some that are not supposed to be in homes, such as jail cell, car parts, etc. Future research is clearly needed for the development of a specialized dictionary of classes focused on home environments.

Regarding automatic-extracted features based on the soundtrack of the videos, however, only two of the sounds dominated the dataset (speech and music), and thus only a few associations were found with ambiance features. These might be related to the way audio was recorded, but also because homes at night are generally quiet or because not enough information was found in the sound measure in [27].

6.3 Feasibility of Ambiance Inference

We examined the use of machine-extracted features, i.e., 527-sound, 100-object, 365-scene features, for automatic inference of ambiance. As a result, large, dark, bright, confined, comfortable, and
simple ambiances could be inferred by using object and scene classes. These ambiances could be also be perceived by people while unique, festive, and boring ambiances could be ambiguous when being annotated by humans. Comparing these inference results to those reported in [60] on Airbnb home photos, our results corroborate that ambiances closer to physical attributes reach better recognition performance, although the performance we obtained is lower than that obtained on Airbnb data for three variables (large, comfortable, and simple), similar for one variable (confined); and higher for two variables (bright, dark). Note that in addition to the datasets being different, the specific CNN models and the CNN outputs used as features are different too (last convolutional layer in [60] vs. final output equal to the number of objects or scenes in our work). Note also that we made this choice in order to interpret the CNN-derived features in the correlation analysis in Section 5.1. For future work, we believe that regression performance could be improved by CNN adaptation, i.e., by fine-tuning the last CNN layers to the ambiance target class as demonstrated in other visual tasks [56]. Home ambiance recognizers built around short duration mobile videos could be advantageous as they might in general contain more information than still images, and used in future applications, as discussed in the next subsection.

6.4 Implications for CSCW research
We conclude this section by discussing some of the implications of our work for CSCW and social computing research.

Understanding youth practices at home from mobile crowdsourced data. Using crowdsourced personal videos as input, we showed that a mixed methodology combining manual annotation and automatically extracted features enabled an in-depth study of youth personal spaces on weekend nights with respect to physical attributes, activities, and social attributes, including joint patterns of activities and places. Crowdsourced visual datasets like the one used here complement another common source of data used in CSCW research, namely social media like Instagram. While early research showed that the home environment was infrequently reported or talked about by users [55], [22], future research could investigate whether certain sub-communities specifically depict nightlife in private spaces, and what specific practices are promoted or enacted around this theme, including ephemerality, self-representation, and sociality. This investigation would require the use of mixed methods of inquiry, combining machine analyses with user interviews and surveys. Furthermore, given that the concept of nightlife is broad and encompasses both the private and public spheres, a second promising line of future work could investigate the interplay between private and public spaces in urban nightlife, and how this is expressed digitally both in crowdsourced campaigns and social media. For instance, recent qualitative work showed that several participants in the Youth@Night campaign coordinated nightlife activities via Whatsapp [85]. This research could benefit from previous CSCW literature on coordination of action and social participation.

Applications of home ambiance recognition. Our work on recognition of ambiance at home also has potential implications for future CSCW work. First, it is evident from our study that state-of-art deep visual learning systems, while useful, still generate erroneous visual descriptors. We believe that it is important to make these limitations explicit to inform other CSCW researchers who plan to use deep learning as a toolbox for their future work. At the same time, in a fast-moving domain, it is not unreasonable to expect progress that could mitigate some of the current limitations, and thus to anticipate that the shown recognition performance will be improved (e.g., Facebook has published results on deep learning models trained on 1 billion Instagram images) [57]. With this, one could envision applications in home supporting systems. Homes are reconfigurable spaces, in which certain elements can be readily changed (decoration, spatial organization of furniture, light, and music). A system able to recognize ambiance could also make recommendations of
suitable ambiances at home for specific activities, e.g. to promote socialization. This kind of work would require human-centered approaches to design such prototypes, integrating perspectives of privacy, ethics, and transparency, all of whom are active topics of investigation in CSCW and social computing [99], [8], [96], [49].

**Future work on human factor in home research.** In CSCW research, human factors play important roles requiring interdisciplinary researchers (social psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, computer scientists) to find appropriate methods for an individual or group to adopt technology into their daily activities. In this case, technology plays a supporting role while the human factor plays a central one. In our work, we focused on home environments and inferring home ambiance from videos which contributes to CSCW applications, while adding to themes that are relevant to CSCW. Besides physical and social attributes, emotional states and nightlife behaviors and their links to ambiances could need the expertise of other researchers [63], [76]. In future work, youth practices at home and ambiances, technologists could collaborate with specialists in interior decoration art, or psychologists, to build systems to support people to link their home ambiances to their current emotions as well as their behaviors. Beyond building this technology, users would increase their self-awareness about their home ambiances and their own behaviors to promote positive changes and share them with others.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an original study of the characteristics of night personal spaces, including manual coding of places, machine extraction of acoustic and visual description of places, and inference of ambiance of homes of young people in the weekend night setting. We conclude by revisiting the research questions posed at the beginning of the paper.

**RQ1:** Given crowdsourced videos recorded at home spaces by young people at night, what patterns of physical and ambiance attributes of youth home spaces can be revealed by manual coding of videos using external annotators and machine-extracted features? By describing measures, discussing ICC, and showing results, we sequentially analyzed the problem from physical/social attributes (home spaces, brightness, loudness, human presence, activities) to ambiances. We observed co-occurrence between activities and spaces at homes as well as ambiances. Then, we showed that ambiances could be grouped into two clusters: “unlike” characteristics with serious/boring, cramped/confined, dull/simple, and “like” characteristics with Large/spacious, colorful/decorated, comfortable/cozy, sophisticated/stylish, off-the-beaten-path/unique, festive/fun. Finally, we used state-of-the-art pre-trained deep learning models to extract automatic features to represent videos, namely objects, scenes, and sounds. Most machine-extracted classes relevantly characterize home environments, but there were some unexpected features.

**RQ2:** What do machine-extracted features of videos reveal about physical attributes of youth home spaces? Can these machine-extracted features infer the perceived ambiance of such spaces? Correlations between ambiance and automatic features potentially show the feasibility of using machine-extracted features to automatically describe home spaces, although there are certain limitations. Regarding the inference task, ambiances like space capacity (large/spacious vs. cramped/confined), brightness (bright/well-lit vs. dark/badly-lit), comfortable/cozy, and dull/simple can be inferred for private spaces in the weekend nights by using 1000 object classes and 365 scene classes. The total number of videos (N=301) could be a limitation for model training in the automatic inference experiments. However, our results show that six of the ambiance categories can be inferred with $R^2$ in the [0.21, 0.69] range, and with higher $R^2$ values when a scene deep network is used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Message</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1 - Physical and Social Attributes</strong></td>
<td>Home spaces</td>
<td>The most attended type of room is the living room; followed by bedroom; kitchen/dining room were also frequently attended rooms at night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>It tends to reduce from early night to late night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Music loudness</td>
<td>Videos contained no music on 76% of all situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chatter loudness</td>
<td>Home are mostly quiet with slight increase from 8PM to 11PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occupancy and number of people present</td>
<td>Around 60% of videos contained people gathering from 8 PM to 11 PM; then reducing after 11 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>A gender-matching pattern is evident: female participants tend to gather more with other women, and conversely for male participants. Mixed groups, however, also occur.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>Drinking, chatting, watching TV, using smartphones/computer, and eating are the most popular activities of young people on weekend nights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1 - Ambiances</strong></td>
<td>Agreement on ambiance</td>
<td>8 of the 11 ambiance variables have ICCs above 0.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation between ambiances</td>
<td>Place ambiances are grouped on two main opposite dimensions, namely places seen as large, colorful, comfortable, festive, stylish, unique; versus places seen as confined, simple, boring. Dark and bright ambiances do not have a significant correlation with the rest of ambiances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ1 - Machine-extracted Features</strong></td>
<td>Automatic description</td>
<td>1000-object, 365-scene, 527-sound auto-extracted features can express ambiances but with a certain level of noise, because labels of these classes for CNN models are not specifically designed for homes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RQ2 - Ambiance Regression</strong></td>
<td>Correlation between ambiance and automatic descriptions</td>
<td>Although there are some limitations on the labels of CNNs model, automatic-extracted features have reasonable correlation with ambiances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regression Performances</td>
<td>Six of the ambiance variables (large, dark, bright, confined, comfortable, simple) can be inferred by using object and scene features with coefficient of determination above 0.2. For the other five variables (including three with low ICC), regression performance is low.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Summary of findings related to our two RQs.
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